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BSA silver star .177 Air Rifles £ 699.99

Description

It`s no secret that all BSa`s are renowned for their supreme accuracy and the Silver Star sporting TARGET
RIFLE delivers nothing less (.177) The Silver Star PCP has been designed specifically for competition use and
incorporates a host of features usually reserved for much higher priced guns. The incredibly accurate BSA cold
hammer forged barrel adorns an attractive ambidextrous beech stock with laser chequering to the forend and
pistol grip. Maximum ergonomics are provided by the height adjustable cheek piece and multi adjustable but pad
which allows for individual modification both vertically and to the length of pull. Cocking the rifle is achieved
almost effortlessly by pulling the new BSA "T" handle bolt back and reinserting into the breach. Additional
features include a two stage adjustable match trgger, on board pressure gauge and quick fill port. The Silver
Star`s most unique feature compared with other BSA`s models to date is it`s detachable air cylinder which is pre-
set to one of two levels. The cylinder can be supplied in either 6ftlbs or 12ftlbs allowing it to be used for both
short and longer range competition. A second cylinder can be oredered as an additional accessory enabling the
shooter to have both power levels available for the same gun. The cylinder can be easily removed for
replacement with a different one although this is not required for re-filling as charging can be completed via the
quick fill port. ^ftlb versions come complete with high quality dioptre sights whilst rifles ordered in 6ftlb
configeration are supplied without the dioptre unit to allow a telescopic sight to be mounted. We`re confident
you`ll agree the Silver Star is a stand out competitor that can improve your performance without damaging your
budget! Adjustable length of pull from 12" to 15.5" Height adjustable comb piece Two stage adjustable match
trigger Ambidextrous stock Cold hammer forged BSA barrel Removable power configurable cylinder

Condition: New  Sale type: Trade

Make: BSA  Model: silver star

Manufactured Year: 2019  Mechanism: Pre-charged Pneumatic

Calibre: .177  Orientation: Ambidextrous

Barrel length: 18"  Overall length: 35"
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